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The purpose of this project was to develop a model curriculum and
instructional program for Native American Studies, grades 11 - 12 at Tenino
High School, Tenino Washington. To accomplish this purpose a review of related
literature was conducted. Additionally, information and materials from selected
sources was obtained and analyzed.
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CHAPTER ONE
BACKGROUND OF THE PROJECT
Introduction
"The need for comprehensive Indian culture and historical curriculum has
existed for generations. Although more recent textbooks have attempted to
fill obvious historical gaps, too often American history begins only with
Columbus and often presents Indians as ban-iers to Manifest Destiny.
Beginning with the 500-year anniversary of the arrival of Columbus to this
hemisphere a wider recognition of that encounter has begun to surface
throughout the nation's classrooms. Many teachers recognize the need to
provide a more honest view of what actually occurred between the
millions of Native people already in the Americas and the an-ival of
Columbus" (Thornton 1992).
As noted by Thornton, a(i:ulturally responsive educator is responsible for
./

creating possibilities for student discovery, expand learning, mutual acceptance,
and recognition of cultural studies in a wider world.\ .

.

-~

Takaki, (1999) observed by the year 2001, Euro-Americans in California
would become a minority group just like Afro-Americans, Asians, American
Latinos, and Native Americans. According to this authority by the year 2050,
there will be no dominant group in the United States.
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The demography of the classroom can become an advantageous arena for the
teacher to provide students with a cultural experience. One way to experience
another group is to understand and accept the way their minds work. Although
this task poses a significant challenge for teachers, it is the essence of cultural
understanding. A by-product of experiencing a different way of life is to gain a
glimpse of the strengths and weaknesses of one's own culture (Hall, 1977).
As explained by Hall in the above quote, through writing, speaking, and
open discussion, students begin to understand the cultures of their classmates.

Purpose of the Project
The purpose of this project was to develop a model curriculum and
instmctional program for Native American Studies, grades 11-12 at Tenino High
School, Tenino Washington. To accomplish this purpose a review of related
literature was conducted. Additionally, information and materials from selected
sources was obtained and analyzed.

Limitations of the Project
For purposes of this project it was necessary to establish the following
limitations:
1. Scope: The model curriculum and instmctional program for Native

American Literature was intended for adoption in the secondary English
Program at Tenino High School, Tenino Washington.
2. Research: The predominate literature and research reviewed in Chapter 2
was essentially limited to research current within the last five (5) years.
Additionally, selected colleges, Washington State Tribes, tribal schools,
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and The Western Washington Native American Education Conso1iium
(WWNAEC) were contacted and invited to submit information regarding
Native American culTiculum and instructional programs.
3. Target Population: The model program was designed for use with students
in grades 11 and 12.
4. Time: The project was designed for implementation during the school
year 2001-2002.

Definition of Terms
Significant terms used in the context of this study have been defined as
follows:
1. Culture: Culture is the specific guidelines by which a group of people
selects to think, talk, act, and organize their lives that distinguish them from
other groups. The characteristics that create these boundaries are learned,
transmissible, change over time, are selective, and are ethnocentric (Lindsey,
Robins, & TelTell, 1999).
2. Cultural Understanding: Cultural understanding is the attitude that a
society's customs and ideas should be viewed within the context of that
society's problems and opportunities (Ember, Carol & Melvin, 1999).
3. Encroachment: To enter by gradual steps or by stealth into possession or
rights of another, to advance beyond desirable or normal limits (Webster's
Seventh New College Dictionary 1999).
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4. Indian Reservations: The "reservation policy," was established by the
federal courts to interpret intention of the United States as reserving lands
for Indian tribes. These "permanent tribal homes" have been established,
through treaties and executive orders (National Indian Policy Center, 1992,
p.5).
5. Self-determination: ... since the late 1960's congress has passed a number
of statutes that foster Indian self-determination and economic development
... (repudiating) the termination policies of the 1950s. As the Supreme Court
notes in 1983, "both the tribes and the federal government are firmly
committed to the goal of promoting tribal self-government, a goal embodied
in numerous federal statutes" (St. Charles & Costantino, 2000, p. 8).
6. Treaty: A treaty is an agreement between two nations, made by their
representatives. In the United States the President makes treaties, with the
approval of two-thirds of the senate. Understanding Indian Treaties as Law
(The Indian Curriculum Committee, 2000, p. 1).
7. Tribal Sovereignty: Although tribal sovereignty is subject to the overriding
authority of the federal government, recognition of the political status of
Indian tribes as self-governing and sovereign peoples was the premise upon
which the first Indian treaties were made in 1887 (National Indian Policy
Center, 1992, p.7).

CHAPTER TWO
A REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE AND INFORMATION
OBTAINED FROM SELECTED SOURSES
Introduction
The review of research and literature sunnnarized in Chapter Two has
been organized to address:
1. Native American Studies: An Overview
2. The need for Native American Studies in American Public Schools
3. Information Obtained from Selected Sources
4. Summary

Data, current primarily within the past five (5) years were identified
through Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC) and Internet computer
searches. Additionally, related information and materials from selected sources
was obtained and analyzed.

Native American Studies: An Overview
According to Brooks and Brooks, The Case for Constructivists Classroom,
( 1993) learners have organized information/ideas in ways that are uniquely
meaningful to them. They stress the importance of organizing information in
"conceptual clusters" using problems, questions and or discrepant situations to
engage students in process of holistic thought rather than disj oined memorization.
Educators often refer to this as thematic or integrated instruction.
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Banks (1994) emphasized the need for content integration. He advocates
that teachers use examples and content from a variety of cultures and groups to
illustrate key concepts, principles, generalizations, and theories across content
areas. Using this approach not only helps students personalize information and
ideas, it also enables them to develop more enlightened interpretations of the
events and beliefs that shape their world.
Interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary approaches should be used in
designing and implementing the multicultural curriculum. Single-discipline, or
mono-perspective analyses of complex ethic and cultural issues can be skewed
with distorted interpretations and evaluations. A promising way to avoid these
pitfalls is to employ consistently multidisciplinary approaches (Banks 1994).
According to Bower, Clark, Lesgold & Winzenz (1995), when learners
have made the interconnections across a set of problems, historical events,
geological discoveries, and works of literature, they have been able to grasp the
dynamic nature of what they are studying. If they are also guided to recognize or
formulate their own connectedness to the problem, event, etc., their learning will
be both meaningful and memorable. When learners are presented with only
isolated parts, little opportunity exists for them to manipulate and personalize
information and what is actually learned may be inaccurate or distorted.
Stedman (1987) addressed curriculum and the issue of ethnic pluralism in
schools, and indicated the teacher could augment the learning process by
contributing literary themes, and integrating instructional material across subjects
Stedman believes that teachers are segregating students by not offering courses in
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cultural understanding. Further, he claims that inclining dropout rates can partially
be attributed to the lack of personal attention and course curriculums, which
should include a process for all students to understand each other's cultures.
Kaplan (1996) explained that excessive use oflectures and written
assignments from texts have sometimes promoted passive learning and may not
stimulate the students into a realm of active thinking or discussion. To encourage
active thinking, teachers have found valuable supplemental cun"icular support in
media usage. In instruction, the main purpose for the use of integrated study is to
involve the student in active discovery learning through discussion. This process
has been found to improve critical thinking and retention of main ideas. The
potential to combine intergraded studies, and technology with media use is great
because the teacher usually has access to texts, videos, compact disks, computers,
and television.

The Need For Native American Studies
In American Public Schools
According to Au (1995), teachers in classrooms throughout the United
States have faced an unprecedented challenge, as the student population becomes
increasingly diverse. Of special concern are students who are Native American in
ethnicity; who come from families of poverty; and who speak a first language
other than English or a nonmainstream variety of English.
Stedman (1987) characterized the typical American public secondary
school as a white, middle class - institution whose language and worldview are
alien to members of different cultures and classes. Stedman further indicates that,
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historically, the interference or outright hostility of the schools toward groups not
part of the mainstream has contributed to their academic failure. This authority
suggested it is essential for teachers to incorporate techniques and experiences,
which may help students to understand various cultures.
Hall, Beyond Culture ( 1977) supported the research contending that
cultural conditioning occurs at the unconscious level. Hall explained, we in the
west are alienated from nature and ourselves. We live fragmented lives in which
contradictions are carefully sealed off from each other. We have been taught to
think linearly rather than comprehensively, and we do this not tlu·ough conscious
design or because we are not intelligent or capable, but because of the way in
which deep cultural undercurrents structure life in subtle but highly consistent
ways that are not consciously formulated.
Hall (1977) suggested that to truly understand another's culture, one must
become immersed in the culture. Hall believes the challenge of immersing oneself
into another culture as, "I must take the next step and begin to transcend my
culture. This can not be done from an armchair."
According to Yazzie, (1999) in, Culturally Appropriate Curriculum: A
Research-Based Rationale, to clarify our purposes and to strengthen our
approaches to schooling our youth; education researchers and practitioners have
long advocated adopting a culturally appropriate curriculum. Such as approach
uses materials that link traditional or cultural knowledge originating in Native
home life and community to the curriculum of the school. This authority suggests
that, despite a wide array of curricula to American Indian cultures, most existing
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literature presents information about "how to learn about" Indians rather than
"how to implement" a culturally appropriate curriculum. And she cautions that
there are vast differences among Native groups and cultures, and teachers must
take care not to generalize research findings to the Native communities in which
they work.
In the 1979 ASCD Yearbook, Overly, contended that, as currently
practiced, schooling is a poor facilitator of learning, and its persistent view of
learning as a product interferes with significant learning connected to such
complex processes as inquiry and appreciation.
Said Overly: " What often passes for education is noise that interrupts the
natural flow of learning. Schooling too often fragments learning into
subject areas, substitutes control for the natural desire to learn, co-opts
naturally active children for hours in assembly line classroom structures,
and ignores both individual and cultural differences. The formal education
system often destroys oppmtunities for learning from elders, from each
other, and from the new generation ... Much is known about the learning
process but little is applied to education ... the American education system
is not making use of brain research findings."
Skinner, in Teaching Through Traditions: incorporating Languages and
culture in Curricula (1998) explained that, many barriers stand in the way of
equity for students as we enter the twenty-first century. The failure of national
policy and the prevalence of stereotypical attitudes about American Indians
continue to undermine effective, equitable education. This authority suggested
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that, every district must have a curriculum relevaut to its commuuity that also uses
multicultural approaches aud methods to value diversity and teach tolerauce.
Every district must be responsible for using the rich resources it has at haud, aud
that, textbook compauies must realize their obligation to represent all people with
truth in print. Textbook commissions can assist each state in solving the problem
of institutionalized racism by refusing to buy books that denigrate auy group or
perpetuate auy stereotypes, or that include cultural bias or insufficient information
about cultural groups. Skinner finalizes her concepts when she emphasized the
question: How cau we define the path of learning we want to create for our
student? An obvious way to begin is by examining positive aspects of the past aud
applying them to the future. For instance, the aucient wisdom that suggest, "all
things are interrelated" cau be exemplified in a contemporary interdisciplinary
curriculum. The teacher creating caring classroom communities that nurture the
humau spirit, regardless of ethnicity, made the beginning step in building au
educational environment that does not assault any student's culture.
According to Renate and Caine, Making Connection: Teaching and the
Human Brain (1994) "We urgently need more qualitative measures in education.

Ethnographic research is one promising solution. We must record not only the
products and identifiable parts, but give genuine credence to the larger humau
experience."
Renate aud Cain (1998) explained how, when a child's learning is
expauded beyond what he/she knows already, aud then we cau readily include

'·

new facts, ideas aud skills. Ignoring the child's memory is to ignore what that
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child can bring to the learning. Without a better use of our locale memory system
in learning, most teaching becomes meaningless and segmented. In the case of
many minority groups, such as Native Americans, we do particular harm. Locale
memory is especially emphasized and honored in many ancient cultures. A
learning environment that ignores this is foreign to them, and our definition of
learning can be seen as useless, or at the very least confusing. Schools that fail to
acknowledge student's ability to learn from experience, fail students.
In The Role ofSocial Work in Advancing the Practice ofIndigenous
Education, Bird and Chenault (1999) empowerment-oriented practices will help
to overcome oppression, achieve social justice, and will build on Indigenous
peoples' strengths, resiliency and resources. The factors that are important to this
empowerment are: developing critical consciousness, reducing self-blame, and
assuming personal responsibility. All will enhance people's confidence and skills
in making change happen. An assimilationist approach in education often results
in school failure while an intercultural, antiracist orientation allows students to
develop the confidence and motivation that lead to academic success for change.
These authorities stated that, "Indigenous-developed curricula are needed in
schools. Cultural materials with positive portrays oflndigenous peoples help
Indigenous children develop healthy cultural identities and have a positive
influence on their education".
Bird and Chenault (1999) explained for the long-standing lack of
culturally appropriate curricula is the lack of political power of Indigenous
peoples. School policies, teachers, or administrators can represent direct power
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blocks for Indigenous students, parents, and communities who desire inclusion of
their cultures in schools. In such situations, empowerment-oriented social workers
can collaborate with teachers and parents to find suitable textbooks, readings, and
lessons for different grade levels. Social workers can use their advocacy training
to organize parents and teachers to present lawmakers with evidence of the need
for more culturally appropriate curricula.
Bird and Chenault (1999), observed, the general lack of knowledge
among educators and curriculum developers about tribal diversity has represented
another structural concern. Indigenous peoples share a common history of
colonialism and educational oppression, resulting in poor economic and social
outcomes; however, there is no generic Indigenous culture or language. Impmiant
differences exist among the hundreds of tribal nations - and even within particular
nations - with respect to levels of adaptation to majority culture.
As stated by Freire (1998), "Education rarely incorporates the voices of
Indigenous people who have been traumatized by European American racism and
colonialism." This author promoted "critical consciousness" among oppressed
peoples, education uses a "banking approach" when teaching history and most
other subjects. In this approach, students are passive receptacles (listening
objects), and the teacher or school (narrating subjects) deposits selective
knowledge that is often detached from the reality of the students. This domination
of student thinking subverts students' abilities to challenge or question what they
are told and keeps them submerged in a situation where their awareness of and
responses to Indigenous peoples' oppression are practically impossible.
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Consequently, education suffers from narration sickness when it comes to
Indigenous peoples.
According to the Editors of Next Steps, in their paper Research to Support

Improved Practice in Indian Education (1998), when considering the amount of
Native students in public schools today, about 90 percent of the 600,000 Native
students in the United States attend public schools. According to the National
Center for Education Statistics, 1,260 public schools have an American Indian
and/or Alaskan Native student enrollment of at least 25 percent. Another 78,625
public schools have enrollments of American Indian and/or Alaskan Native
students that number less than 25 percent. The small number of Native students in
most public schools makes research and dissemination activities a daunting task.
While most Native students are successful, too many are not. For example, Native
students have the highest dropout rate (around 36 percent) of any racial or ethnic
group.
The editors of Next Step (1998) stated, to aid and assist Native and nonnative students in a better manner, they believed a primary focus of research and
practice must be the teaching-learning relationship between students and teachers.
This relationship is the most basic interaction that takes place in schools each day
and one that determines whether students will persist or not. A mutually
respectful and caring relationship is essential to educational success.
Hall, Beyond Culture (1977), explained that, most cultural exploration
begins with the annoyance of being lost in the related literature, and ones inability
to make personal contact with living cultures. Hall further emphasized that, the
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only way to way to master a system that is different from one's own, is to use
one's self as a sensitive recording device, make notes of every reaction or
tendency.
Supporting Hall, Yazzie (1999), recommended that, a culturally
appropriate curriculum is the building block to achieving a challenging, relevant,
thought provoking and most importantly, responsive education for all children in
American schools. A culturally- responsive curriculum uses materials and
resources that link traditional or cultural knowledge originating in Native
American home life and community to the curriculum. Additionally, Yazzie
explained: If gaining in-depth and comprehensive knowledge is the goal of
education, the learning about tribal cultures only as they relate to the history and
priories of White American Culture under represents the parallel but separate
knowledge systems ofindian peoples and the many unacknowledged
contributions tribal cultures have made and continue to make to the whole white
society.
In a recent report on Native American colleges, Boyer (1998), indicated
that the need for education about Indians is essential, and proposed that all
students who leave high school have learned three pieces of essential knowledge:
understanding the riches of Native American heritage, that Indians are
contemporary people, and that Indians hold a unique place in the nation's body of
law. Therefore, lesson plans should be designed to give the student an opportunity
to appreciate and understand how a segment of the various cultures think, react,
and interact.
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Rosenfeld (1998), refen-ed in his essay appearing in Toward a Cultural

The01y ofEducation and Schooling, refers to the work, Man and His Works.
Herskovits (1949) cited five categories, which can lead to cultural investigation.
1. All people must respond to their environment; they have to cope with
their environment.
2. All people must handle the problems of communication, verbal and
non-verbal.
3. All people must handle the problem of individual and group crisis.
4. All people are concerned with status acquisitions and have certain
prescriptions about who will hold what status.
5. All people have to handle the division of labor along the axes of sex,
age, etc.
According to Herskovits (1998), the five categories detailed above have been
essential components of the task of bridging the cultural understanding course
work to the student. If Herskovits' categories were formed into textual questions,
the teacher would be asking the student to respond as to how the author reflects
each category via the text. In addition to the literature and supplemental lessons,
the diversity of the student's culture, within the classroom, is a dominant factor,
which may influence and enrich discussion.
Herskovits (1998), cautioned that, teachers not to allow a student response
of condemnation about a cultural viewpoint. For the teacher to allow the airing of
prejudice is a deviation from the cun-iculum goal and does not lead the student
toward a better understanding of cultural differences. If, however, prejudice is the
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topic of the writing or video, then the questions that direct responses as to how the
author deals with the topic, would be more appropriate, clearly, there is a fine line
that the teacher and the students need to follow, however, sensitivity and
compassion is the key to productive learning.
According to Sowell (1986), Education: Assumptions Versus History:
Collected Papers, general-education courses should not concentrate on 'covering'

a particular subject area, but rather on uncovering the complexities that lie
beneath many apparently simple questions. Student learning can develop from
uncovering the complexities of the given text. The student can gain confidence
when idle, nonprogressive discussion is put aside and true investigation of the
literature is the curriculum focal point. An example of a close study might be if
the teacher were to ask the students: What fiustrations would a bilingual child
have when entering a new school? The students might express their own
experiences, but additional learning occurs when a classmate, who is bilingual,
offers an experience. At some point, the teacher could offer written literature (i.e.,
Richard Rodriguez's short story, Aria: A Memoir of a Bilingual Childhood),
which would help to validate the class discussion. If a video is appropriate, at this
time, the transition would be easy. Another method could be to offer several
comparable short stories and then follow with a cultural video. Through repletion
of literary examples, student participation, reinforcement with the video, and the
teacher directed questions, students become involved in the frame of cultural
understanding. They begin to uncover the complexities of simple questions.
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(

Sowell (1986), suggests the operative word in the term "cultural
understanding", is understanding. The teacher is not asking a student to respond
either positively or negatively to the presentations. Instead cultural integration is
more apt to occur when the teacher's goals allow for students to develop an
appreciation, acquire analytical skills, and create the intellectual desire to ask,

"Why?"
Authors Cohen and Erickson (1975), observed that, as teachers,
we must accept a wide variety of ideas, beliefs, practices, and peoples, realizing
that good and desirable are relative terms, always dependent upon fluid conditions
in an unstable world. America became great when it was characterized by
multiplicity of cultures and societies. By incorporating cultural understanding into
a curriculum and utilizing the teaching techniques of integrated study across
subjects, the educator can help to progress the student through an intellectual
thought process which develops the skills needed to appreciate the unique
differences among cultures.

Information Obtained From Selected Sources
The writer (Terry Cosentino) contacted six (6) institutions from across
Washington State, (Appendix A) and requested information descriptive to their
Native American Studies Programs, including:
a. Cunent recourse materials available to teachers
b. Training and recruitment for teachers of Native American Studies
c. Culturally responsive curricula cunently being used
d. Culturally responsive book list for Native American Studies
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(
Sources Contacted:
ChiefLeschi Tribal School

Puyallup, Washington

La-Push-Quinnault School

LaPush, Washington

Makah Curriculum Conuuittee

Neabay, Washington

Northwest Indian Applied Research Institute

Olympia, Washington

Program Supervisor Indian Education

Olympia, Washington

Western Washington Native American
Education Consortium

Seattle, Washington

Information obtained from the above sources revealed the following
conuuonalities in Native American cultural studies curricula:
a. Cultural Studies: All six organizations had incorporated Native Cultural Studies
into their curriculums. Cultural studies include, but were not limited to: Native
American art, music, dance, storytelling, myths and legends, and spiritually.
b. Tribal Input: All six invited tribal members to assist with curriculum topics. It
was important for the groups developing Native Ame1ican cultural studies that
tribal members be invited to participate in suggesting topics the tribe felt
important for cultural understanding.
c. History and Culture: All six shared the importance of teaching Native
American Studies with an emphasis on historical and cultural context from a
Native viewpoint.
d. Culturally Responsive: All six believed cuniculum selection should to be
culturally responsive to Native American issues.
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e. A Model: All six were concerned about Teaching Native Culture from any 'one
way' or restrictive model.
f. Integrated Study: All six felt that an Interdisciplinary model to teach Native
American Studies across subject areas, Language Arts, Social Studies, Natural
Sciences, Pacific Northwest History and Washington State History were
important

Summary
The research, literature, and information obtained from selected sources
surmnarized in Chapter Two supported the following themes:
1. Interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary approaches should be used in
designing and implementing a multicultural cmTiculum.
2. Education rarely incorporates the voices oflndigenous people who
have been traumatized by European American racism and colonialism.

CHAPTER3
PROCEDURES OF THE PROJECT
Introduction
The purpose of this project was to develop a model cuniculum and
instructional program for Native American Studies, grades 11 - 12 at Tenino
High School, Tenino Washington. To accomplish this purpose a review ofrelated
literature was conducted. Additionally, information and materials from selected
sources was obtained and analyzed
Chapter 3 contains background information describing:
!. Need for the Project
2. Development of Support for the Project
3. Procedures of the Project
4. Planned Implementation and Assessment of the Project
Need for the Project
The need for this project was influenced by the following considerations:
!. The writer, Terry Cosentino, a certified English teacher grades 4-12 with
experience in teaching literature sought to teach Native American Literature
through an interdisciplinary approach.
2. After contacting the Office of Superintendent of Public School Instruction
office to research available materials, the writer determined there existed a need
for:
a. A curriculum that includes an Interdisciplinary study of Native
American literature and cultural studies.
b. A partnership between Native tribal members, the reservation
community, and Native peoples in cuniculum development.
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c. A meaningful curriculum guide that can be taught by the teacher that
may not have an extensive background in Native American Studies.
3. Undertaking this study coincided with the writer's graduate studies in
Educational Administration at Central Washington University.

Development of Support for the Project
During the 2000 - 200 I school year, the writer engaged in working with
fellow educators, and colleagues interested in developing a curriculum in Native
American Studies for Tenino high school student's grades 11 -12. During the
2000 - 2001 school year the writer became a contributing member of various
organizations operating in Washington State to promote Native American cultural
information and improve policies affecting Native American Education
The need to develop a model instructional program for teaching Native
American Literature/Studies at Tenino High School has emerged over the last few
years because of the changing demographic of our society. Additionally, as the
U.S., and Washington State's student population becomes more diverse, educators
need curriculum guides to supplement teaching multicultural studies.
The Western Washington Native American Education Consortium
Mr. Julian 0. Argel, M.Ed. Talent Search Director
Northwest Indian Applied Research Institute
Mr. Alan Parker, Director
Mrs. Cheree Potts
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Tenino High School Employees
Mr. Rock White, Principal
Mr. Pat Ryckman, Assistant Principal
Mrs. Leeann Mueller, English Department Chair
Tenino High School administration and faculty signed a covenant to
incorporate culturally- responsive curriculum, aligning studies to the Washington
Assessment of Student Learning (WASL), and multicultural requirements. In the
absence of a Native American Studies course, the writer felt the need and
responsibility to develop a model instructional program for teaching Native
American Literature/Studies at Tenino High School Grades 11-12 for the 20012002 school year.

Procedures of the Project
The writer undertook the following procedures to develop a model
instructional program for teaching Native American Studies at Tenino High
School.
1. Collected current resource materials available to teachers from the
Superintendent of Public Instruction Office.
2. Gathered current instructional materials from the Program Supervisor
for Indian Education/Title 1 director.
3. Participated as a feather presenter at the March 30, 2001, Western
Washington Native Education Consortium (WWNAEC), a non-profit
group organized to promote Native American cultural information, and
improve policies affecting Native American Education. (Appendix B)
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4. Reviewed from the Internet selected locations and sites for the same
purpose of developing a model curriculum for Native American
Studies.
5. Established working relationship with local tribal members for the
purpose of soliciting what some members consider valuable content
areas for a Native American Studies course.
6. Proposed a curriculum adoption for Native American
Literature/Studies in the Tenino School District.
7. Invited selected schools, universities, government agencies, and
organizations to contribute information in; Curriculum Development,
Effective Teaching and Planning, Activities and Projects, Unit
Evaluations, and Teacher Training, including:

Information Obtained From Selected Sources
The writer (Terry Cosentino) contacted six (6) institutions from
across Washington State, (Appendix A) and requested information
descriptive to their Native American Studies Programs, including:
a. Current recourse materials available to teachers
b. Training and recruitment for teachers of Native American
Studies
c. Culturally responsive curricula currently being used
d. Culturally responsive book list for Native American Studies
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The Following Sources Contacted:
ChiefLeschi Tribal School

Puyallup, Washington

La-Push-Quinnault School

LaPush, Washington

Makah Cuniculurn Committee

Neabay, Washington

Northwest Indian Applied Research Institute

Olympia, Washington

Program Supervisor Indian Education

Olympia, Washington

Western Washington Native American
Education Cons01iiurn

Seattle, Washington

An Analysis of information obtained from the above intuitions revealed
six (6) characteristics were generally common to all programs. They included:
I. Cultural Studies: All six organizations had incorporated Native Cultural

Studies into their cuU"iculurns. Cultural studies include, but were not
limited to: Native American art, music, dance, storytelling, myths and
legends, and spiritually.
2. Tribal Input: All six invited tribal members to assist with curriculum
topics. It was important for the groups developing Native American
cultural studies that tribal members be invited to paiiicipate in suggesting
topics the tribe felt important for cultural understanding.
3. History and Culture: All six shared the importance of teaching Native
American Studies with an emphasis on historical and cultural context from
a Native viewpoint.
4. Culturally Responsive: All six believed curriculum selection should to
be culturally responsive to Native American issues.
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5. A Model: All six were concerned about Teaching Native Culture from
any 'one way' or restrictive model.
6. Integrated Study: All six felt that an Interdisciplinary model to teach
Native American Studies across subject areas, Language Arts, Social
Studies, Natural Sciences, Pacific Northwest History and Washington
State History were important.

Planned Implementation and Assessment of the Project
It was the writers intention to recommend, The Model Cuniculum And
Instructional Program For Native American Studies, for review and adoption, to
an assessment committee comprised of the Tenino High School Principal,
Assistant Principal, and English Department Chair. Results of the committee's
findings will be presented to Tenino School District's Superintendent, and school
board members. At that time the assessment committee will review the model to
assure alignment with: Tenino School Districts Curriculum Development Process,
Tenino High School Improvement Plan, and Washington State Essential
Academic Learning Requirements. The writer's course description, unit syllabus,
and teaching methods will be reviewed by the Tenino School District for adoption
during the 2001 - 2002 school year. The Native American Studies will be offered
fall semester 2001.
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Final assessment of this The Model Curriculum For Native American
Studies will take place at the completion of the fall semester 2001. Assessment
will involve the use of feedback from students, faculty, administration, and
parents and community members. Recommendations solicited from these
evaluations for improvements will be considered in revising and adapting the
model curriculum after the data is gathered and analyzed.

CHAPTER FOUR
THE PROJECT
The Model Native American Studies Program for adoption in the 20002001 school year, which was the subject of this project, has been presented on the
following pages in chapter four. The model has been organized into three
integrated instructional units, to coincide with state requirements and guidelines,
including:

1. History -A worldview of first or indigenous peoples
2. Encroachment - Problems of encroachment
3. Healing-The current climate ofNative Americans

A Model Curriculum and Instructional Program for Native
American Studies Grades 11-12

UNDERSTANDING
ACCEPTANCE
TOLERANCE

Tenino High School
Terry Cosentino
May 2001
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UNIT 1: Native American History And Culture
Unit Overview
Students will explore Native American cross-cnltnral history. By doing so,
students will make personal discoveries that converge in learning moments.
Students will explore underlying issues in understanding worldviews of
indigenous people, and the interface between Anglo and Native American
cultures.

Student Learning Objectives
Students will:

..r Gain a new knowledge of indigenous people
..r Be able to identify concepts associated with different Native American
tribes and cultures

..r Understand Native American history and how historical perspectives
influence Indian authors

..r Gain knowledge of cross cultural communications
..r Identify concepts pertaining to Native American Culture
..r Demonstrate knowledge of the history of American Indians
..r Recognize common themes in Native American writings
..r Do (Reading 1.2) build vocabulary through reading, (Reading 1.4)
understand elements of literature. (Reading 2.1 ), comprehend important

..r ideas and details, and (Reading 2.3) think critically and analyze authors
use oflanguage, style, purpose and perspective
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./ EALRS:
Reading 1: The student understands and uses different skills and strategies
to read.
Reading 2: The student understands the meaning of what is read.

Learning Activities
Activities will be consistent with student learning objectives.
Activities include:
./ View videos
./

Keep a learning journal

./

Write response papers

./ Read novels, short stories, and poetry by Native American authors
./ Visit tribal centers
./ Listen to guest Native American speakers
./ Visit Washington State Historical Museum
./ Visit the Longhouse at the Evergreen State College

Teaching Strategies
Strategies include:
./ Cooperative learning groups
./ Individualized contracting system
./ Student centered instruction (peer tutoring, presentations, oral
reports, etc.)
./ Teacher centered instruction (Lecture)
./ Sertratic Seminar

PS

Instructional Materials
Ceremony by Leslie Marmon Silko or Love Medicine by Louise Erdrich

Home of the Brave, Video
Instructor may select from book lists and Criteria for Selecting Native American
Literature (included)
Lesley, Craig. Talking Leaves: Contemporary Native American Short Stories.
New York: Delta, 1991.
Select Committee on Indian Affairs
Voices from A Troubled Land: Letters from Big Mountain Elders to the Senate

Assessment
Students will define the terms under characteristics of mainstream and indigenous
literature, explore their concepts of these terms, and then undertake reading one of
the recommended books.
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UNIT 2: Implications of Anglo Encroachment On Native Culture
Unit Overview
This second part of the course will provide students with a historical
perceptive on North America and problems of encroachment by Anglos. This
section of the model instructional program begins with a shift form an overall
worldview to a more specific or recognizable story of the Lakota Sioux and The
Black Hills. Students will examine results, and historical implication of the
events, from the discovery of gold in the Black Hills to the Indian occupation of
Wounded Knee.

Student Learning Objectives
Students will:
,/ Gain a new knowledge of indigenous people
,/ Will be able to identify concepts associated with different Native
American tribes and cultures
,/ Gain a new understanding of Native American history and how historical
perspectives influences Indian authors
,/ Gain an understanding of cross-cultural communications
,/ Be able to identify concepts pertaining to Native American
Culture
,/ Acquire knowledge of the history of American Indians
,/ Be able to recognize common themes in Native American writings
,/ Do (Reading 2.1) comprehend important ideas, (Reading 2.2) expand
comprehension by analyzing, interpreting, and synthesizing information

PS

./ and ideas, and (Reading 2.3) think critically and analyze authors' use of
language, style, purpose, and the perspective AND (Reading3.3) read for
literary experience
EARLS:
Reading 2: The student understands the meaning of what is read
Reading 3: The student reads different materials for a variety of purposes

Learning Activities
Activities will be consistent with student learning objectives.
Activities include:
./ View videos
./

Keep a learning journal

./

Write response papers

./ Read novels, short stories, and poetry by Native American authors
./ Reading historical documents, treaties and government policies
./ Hear sto1ytelling, myths and legends by tribal members
./ Listen to guest Native American speakers
./ Read and view video autobiography's of Native American author
./ Visit ChiefLeschi Tribal School

Teaching Strategies
Strategies include:
./ Cooperative learning groups
./ Independent stndy
./ Individualized contracting system
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.,' Student centered instruction (peer tutoring, presentations, oral
rep01is, etc.)
.,' Teacher centered instruction (Lecture)
.,' Socratic Seminar

Instructional Materials
Bury my Heati At Wounded Knee. Brown, Dee
Instructor may select from book lists and Criteria for Selecting Native American
Literature (included)
The Spirit of Crazy Horse. Frontline Production, 1998.

Assessment
Students will: summarize the main idea and supporting facts and details with
evidence from reading, use logical sequence to accurately retell stories order
and/or sequence parts of the text, apply information gained from reading to give a
response and express insight, analyze, interpret, and evaluate ideas and concepts
within, among, and beyond multiple perspectives and issues of self, others, and
world issues.
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UNIT 3: HEALING THE PAST TOWARD THE FUTURE

Unit Overview
Teacher introduces the third element of the course, Healing. Teacher
begins by showing the video Full Circle, produced for the Washington State
Bicentennial Celebration. Starting with unit I., World View ofindigonus people,
moving to unit II, the results of encroachment on Native Culture, the teacher is
now ready to assist students in discovering culturally relevant issues for Indians of
Washington state. Full Circle provides students with the history of Northwest
Indian Tribes. Additionally, students gain knowledge of past practices, and the
resulting impact this has created for tribes across Washington State today.

Student Learning Objectives
Students will:
./ Gain a new knowledge of indigenous people
./ Be able to identify concepts associated with different Native American
tribes and cultures
./ Gain a new understanding of Native American history and how historical
perspectives influences Indian authors
./ Gain understanding of cross-cultural communications
./ Be able to identify concepts pertaining to Native American
Culture
./ Will acquire knowledge of the history of American Indians
./ Will be able to recognize common themes in Native American writings

(
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v' Students will gain understanding of the issues facing tribes in

Washington State
v' Do (Civics 3.1) understand how the world is organized politically and how

nations interact, and (History 1.2) analyze the historical development of
events, people, places and patterns oflife in US, World, and Washington
State history
EARLS:
Civics 3: The student understands the purposes and organization of
international relationships and how US foreign policy is made
History 1: The student examines and understands major ideas eras,
themes, developments, turning points, and chronology, and cause and
effect relationships in US, World, and Washington State History.

Learning Activities
Activities will be consistent with student learning objectives.
Activities include:
v' View videos
v'

Keep a learning journal

v'

Write response papers

v' Read novels, short stories, and poetry by Native American authors
v' Reading historical documents, treaties and government policies
v' Hear storytelling, myths and legends by tribal members
v' Listen to guest Native American speakers
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./ Read and view video autobiography's of Native American
authors
,/ Develop a final project on Native Culture

Teaching Strategies
Strategies include:
./ Cooperative learning groups
./ Independent study
./ Student centered instruction (peer tutoring, presentations, oral
reports, etc.)
./ Teacher centered instruction (Lecture)
./ Setratic Seminar

Instructional Materials
Full Circle. PBS. 1998.
Instructor may select from book lists and Criteria for Selecting Native American
Literature (included)
Peterson, Yvonne.

Selected Bibliography and resource materials for teaching

about Indians of the Pacific Northwest. OSPI, 1986.
Waterborne: Gift of the Indian Canoe. Suquamish Indian Tribe. New Day Films,
1989 121West27111 , Suite 902 New York, NY 10001

Assessment
Students will: read stories and view videos of Northwest tribes and analyze these
by examining other perspectives. Students will use prior knowledge of issues,
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characters, events, and information to examine texts and extend understanding,
critically compare, contrast, and connect ideas, within and among a broad range
of texts, apply information gained from reading to give a response and express
insight, read critically to analyze, compare and contrast works of various authors
and to understand multiple perspectives and issues of self, others and world
issues, and examine and discuss historical contributions to US society of various
individuals and groups from different culture, racial and linguistic background.
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Suggested Insttuctional Materials
(1998). In the Spirit of Crazy Horse. [Videotape]. Frontline/PBS Home Video.
American Indians, Stereotypes & Realities, Mihesuah, Devon A. 1996, Clarity
Bill, Willard E. (1992). Breaking the Sacred Circle. OSPI.
Bill, Willard E. (2000). From Boarding School To Self-Determination, OSPI.
Crow Dog, Mary. (1990). Lakota Woman. New York: Harper.
Curtis, Edward S. (1972). Portraits from North American Indian Life. Seattle:
Outerbridge & Lazard, Inc.
Dooling, D.M. and Paul Jordan-Smith. (1992). I Become Part oflt. San
Francisco: Harper.
Erdrich, Louise. (1986). The Beet Queen. New York: Henry Holt and Co.
Erdrich, Louise. (1988). Tracks. New York: Harper & Row.
Indians Nations at Risk Task Force. (1991). Indian Nations At Risk: An
Education Strategy for Action. US Department of Education.
Lafrance, Joan. (1992). The Unwritten Chapters. OSPI, 1992.
Lame Deer, John (Fire) and Richard Erdoes. (1994). Lame Deer Seeker of
Visions. New York: Pocket Books.
Lesley, Craig. (1984). Winterkill. New York: Dell Publishing.
Lesley, Craig. Talking Leaves: Contemporary Native American Short Stories.
New York: Delta, 1991.
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Mihesuah, Devon A. (1996). American Indians, Stereotypes & Realities.
Atlanta: Clarity Press, Inc.
Milhofer, Judith. (1991). Indians of Washington State. OSPI.
Mills, Roger. (Director). (1997). Full Circle. [Videotape]. PBS.
Multicultural Education, Issues and Prespectives, Banks James A., McGee Banks
Niaturn, Duane, and Dr. Linda Rickman. (1986). The History and Culture of the
Indians of Washington State - a Curriculum Guide. OSPI.
Peterson, Yvonne. (1986). Selected Bibliography and Resource Materials for
Teaching about Indians of the Pacific N01ihwest. OSPI.
Press, Inc. Ste. 469, 3277 Roswell Rd. N.E. Atlanta, GA. 30305
Project Learning Tree 1989. (1989). Indians of Washington and the
Environment. Western Regional Environmental Education Council.
Silko, Leslie Marmon. (1977). Ceremony. New York: Penguin.
Silko, Leslie Marmon. (1992). Almanac of the Dead. New York: Penguin.
Suquamish Indian Tribe.

(1998).

Waterborne: Gift of the Indian Canoe.

[Videotape]. New York: New Day Films.
Teaching Strategies For Ethnic Studies, (1991) Banks, James A., Allyn and
Bacon
Uprooting Racism, How White People Can Work for Racial Justice Kivel, Paul,
New Society Publishers, PO BOX 189 Gabriola Island, BC VOR IXO
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CHAPTER FIVE
Summary, Conclusion, and Recommendations
Summary
The purpose of this project was to develop a model curriculum and
instructional program for Native American Literature, grades 11 - 12 at Tenino
High School, Tenino Washington. To accomplish this purpose, a review of related
literature was conducted. Additionally, information and materials from selected
sources was obtained and analyzed.

Conclusions
Conclusions reached as a result of this project were:
1. An extensive literature review supported the need for teaching

multicultural

curriculum at the secondary level.
2. Interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary approaches should be used in designing
and implementing a Native American curriculum and instructional program.
3. Educational reform demands that school district's and administrators provide
multicultural curriculum in compliance with Washington Assessment of Student
Learning.

29
Recommendations

As a result of this project, the following recommendations have been suggested:
1. To implement an intergraded, Interdisciplinary, and multidisciplinary
curriculum in Native American Studies at Tenino High School.
The Tenino School District Board of Directors should formally adopt
the program at the start of the 2001-2202 school year.
2. The Tenino School District should establish an in-service teacher and
staff training in multicultural education.
3. Tenino School District should include in their mission statement a
commitment to multicultural education in compliance with educational
reform.
4. Other school districts seeking to meet state and community standards
as well as accommodate the needs of all their students may wish to
adapt and/or utilize the model curriculum and instructional program
developed for this project or undertake further research on this subject
to meet their unique needs.
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APPENDIX A

Letters Requesting Information from Selected Schools and
Organizations

Dear Colleague,
My name is Terry Cosentino and I am completing my Masters of Education
degree in Educational Administration at Central Washington University.
My purpose in writing is to invite your help in providing information needed to
complete my Master's degree project entitled "A Model Curriculum and
Instructional Program for Native American Studies Grades 11 - 12."
The purpose of this project is to develop a model cun-iculum and instructional
program for Native American Literature, Grades 11 - 12, at Tenino High School
in Tenino, Washington.
I am collecting information from model Native American Studies programs
focusing on student learning. Specifically, I would like copies of any materials
you may have detailing:
1.
Curriculum and selection of materials
2.
Effective Teaching and planning
3.
Activities and projects
4.
Unit evaluations
5.
Teacher training

(

Any material provided by your "model Native American Studies program" will be
extremely valuable. The response will be treated as confidential, and under no
circumstances will individuals or schools be identified. Feel free to make any
additional comments, which you believe would be beneficial.
Thank you for your cooperation. Enclosed is a stamped, self-addressed envelope
with pre-paid postage for your convenience in returning the information no later
than February 28, 2001.
Sincerely,

Graduate Student:

University Supervisor:

Terry Cosentino
English Teacher
Tenino High School
P.O. Box 4024
500 West Second
Tenino, WA 98589

Dr. Jack McPherson
Department of Education
Central Washington University
400 E 8111 • Avenue
Ellensburg, WA 98926-7409
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APPENDIXB
Guest Presenter Overheads
Western Washington Native American Education Consortium
The Evergreen State College
March 30, 2001
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March 30, 2001
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~World

View - Indigenous Peoples

To adequately understand the cultures of North American Indians
requires that the study begin with a worldview, encompassing history and
issues concerning all indigenous peoples.

~North

America - First Peoples

The second component of the model focuses on history of North
American Indians, researching cultural perspectives on shared history
between Anglo and Native Cultures.

~Northwest

- Full Circle

Native American model instructional program concludes with the
study of Northwest and Washington State Tribes.
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The challenge for us in cross-cultural studies is becoming aware that
information about other cultures is filtered through our own cultural background
or filters. Therefore, the instructor and their students must learn to explore the
theme of communication in a general inter-cultural way, starting with the
following observations and questions.

>- Cultural Filters
>- Cross-cultural Studies
>- K-W-L (Know - Want to Learn Know

Want to Learn

Learned)

Learned

>- What will I do with the new knowledge?
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~

History - Shared
In this content area the writer has selected a number of historical
accounts of the shared history between Anglo people and Native American
cultures. Because each instructor may bring specific knowledge and
background into the class they can select stories they feel fit into general
themes of the curriculum. A teacher who has done scholarly work on 'The
Trail of Tears' will bring a unique perspective to the instructional model.

~

Encroachment - Problems
With the historical perspective presented in the History content
area the instructor is now ready to incorporate the subsequent problems as
a result of encroachment. The instructor could teach lessons on the idea of
assimilation used on the Native American throughout the post-treatymaking period, which ended in 1871.

~

Healing - Future
After the histmy and the problems of encroachment are studied
within cultural perspective, the instructor and the students are ready to
explore an important cultural goal, one of 'healing'. The study of our
shared history for purpose of moving forward in a sprit of cooperation.
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APPENDIXC

Selected Instructional Materials

Please note: Content in Appendix C was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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Cu ltura1 B.mgo
Who has
attended
a potlatch?

Who has
traveled
overseas at
least
twice 9

Who speaks
. and
understands
two or more
languages?

Who has
hosted or
recently met
someone
from another
country?

Who is
weanng
something
made from a
foreign
country?

Who has
relatives
living in
another
country?

Who has
attended a
Bon 0 Dori'7

Who has read
a book by
Alice
Walker?

Wholmows
dances from
3 different
cultures

Who has
lived on a
farm?

Who has
participated
in the bone
game?

Who has
been to both
Canada &
Mexico'7

Put Your
Name Here

Who makes
good Italian
food?

Who has a
Spanish
surname?

Who has
lived in more
than 5 states?

Who can
name 3
Motown Hits

Who has
been to a
Lucia Bride
Festival?

Wholmows
the Ethiopian
New Year is
on a different
date?

Who has
participated
in a Seder
celebration?

Who has
worked for a
woman
supervisor?

Who is a first
generation
U.S.
immigrant?

Who comes
from a family
of seven or
more
children?

Who has
attended a
Cinco de
Mayo
celebration?

Who can
name at least
10 American
Indian tribes?
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"All genuine learning arises from the activity of the learner's own mind."
(Mortimer Adler)
A Socratic Seminar is...
•An intellectual conversation in Vfhich inquiriJ;ijJeamers examine issues and questions ·
•A joint search for insight; a shared inquiry ·
*The pursuit of answers through questioning ·
Preparation
*Read the te:>-1: carefully, following the steps to critical reading
•Be sure that you understand the basic ideas, concepts and vocabulary of the te:>-1:
• Think of questions that the te:>-"1 raises for you
Participation in the seminar
•Ask questions that raise issues, lead to further questions, and require more than a
"yes or no answer.
• .l>,Jways support your views with evidence from the te:>-1:.
*Seek to understand everyone's views. If you don't understand, ask for clarification.
•use "intellectual etiqu<:tte"-be patien1 and poli1e as if the conversation were
happening with guests at your dinner table.
"'Observe the group carefully--be aware of body language as well as what is said.
•Be skeptical of unsupported statements; but never criticize the person.
*Be sure that your understand a question before you answer it. If you don't, try to
replli-ase or ask for clarification.
•Follow the conversation closely; keep adding to it without repeating ground that's
already been covered. Taking notes will help your trace the discussion.
*Include everyone in the group; encourage everyone to participate.
*Be prepared to change your mind as a result of the conversation; be open to new
views.
•Take risks; there are no wrong answers.
*The best seminar is one in which something new or une:>-11ected is discovered.
*Have fun!
11
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General Seminaring ideas to think through.
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Rave11 Steals The Sun
lntertribal
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Legend

Artist: Jerome Bushyhead, Cheyenne

"Vision Seeker"

This piece can be viewed in its full form at the ArtNatAm Gallerv along with more of
Jerome's work
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Welcome to my Lodge, come, come in and have a
seat and we will pass the pipe as friends and then I
will tell you a story of our Ancestors and thru this
story you may learn of our ways and our culture.
These Legends are of our life and tell us how to live
with all life in this our world, and Id like to share
this one with you.
This month Im posting another Lakota Legend as told by Lame
Deer in 1967 on the Rosebud Reservation. I found this legend in
my book "American Indian Myths and Legends" which is one of
the many books I use for source material. This Legend posting is
dedicated to Honor Looking Horse, Carrier of the Scared White
Buffalo Calf Pipe of the Lakota, Dakota, and Nakota Nations as he
leads us all towards World Peace. The Legend this month is;

"The White Buffalo Woman"
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generation to another from the myth? (Myths were unwritten texts in history,
geography, nature study, & ·ethics.)
C. Entertainment. Some myths provided entertainment. Storytelling was a way to pass
the time or to exhibit one's abilites at the art form. Many myths that don't fit so well
into the other categories might fall into·1:his category.
D. Explaining Nature/Parallels to Modem Theories. These myths could explain why
there were salmon, the reason for the Crater Lake, or other phenomena of nature.
(Myths often contain "etiologic" explanations - How things came to be the way they are
now)
E. Passing on Sacred Traditions. Myths in this category explain the origins of a tribe or
examine the securing of spirit power.
F. Immortality. These myths might involve a character who escaped from time, deal
with life after death as a punishment or a reward, or a character experience death and
rebirth.
G. Initiation. An initiation story contains a character who passes from childhood to
adulthood.
H. The Task. A character must perform some extraordinary task in order to gain
power, marry a beautiful man or woman, or save the tribe.
I. The Fall. Legends of "The Fall" depict how someone lost power, status, or innocence.
Sometimes these characters are banished from a wonderful place to a Jess desirable one.

7. Take some character or event from the myth and choose a word that reflects the "meaning"
of the character or event from the story.
8. Explain why this myth might hold meaning or be handed down from generation to generation
in the culture that used it.
9. What is your personal reaction to the myth? Does it remind you of some story from our
culture, does it make you understand something about the culture that created it? etc.
1 0. Number of pages
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Traditional Literature: Folktale, Myth,
and Legend
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Some Characteristics of Traditional Literature
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Questions for Identifying Traditional
Literature
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Grave looters massacre sites
THE NEY./ YDRt~ TIMES

TUCSON, Ari.2.. Professional
looters, equipped with special probes.
sbovels.·rad10. bulldozers and backhD"..s, worl: night and day at Indian
burial sil5 in the Arizona desert.

(
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Relic 'raiders,' vandals ravaging
'
archaeological sites in Hells Canyon;:
.,
'·

:v

By DICK COCKLE
ConoapondMrt.

Tho"'-

ENTERPRlSE - Ruthless relic bunters and vandals in
Hells Canyon are preying on "'.hat the U.S. Forest Service calls a priceless archaeological legacy.

3J)nes
l

)f

:;ontention
y T:n;· :-lilierman
Tnroe;:t. the doom·ay which led from her
into her own,
:Sthe~n:::. !. .1orris Perry instant1y noticed the
o>.. or. ne:- aesk .•..

::.:::epi.ionis~-secretary's offi~e

Excerpted from the novel Talbng God b:;
Tony Hillerman. ©1989 by Tony Hi//ermar..
Reprinted by permission of HarperColiir.s
Publishers.

Literature .Analysis
Directions: choose a recorder/secretary. i\nswer all the questions in your
group and record your answers in detail on a separate sheet of paper.
Support your answer with proof, (evidence) from the story and from your
life e):pe;ience. Present your answers in large group discussion.

J. What is the major issue in the story?

::.. How has Highhawk chosen to deal ·with his problem? Do you agree with
tbis approach? Explain you rational.
:3. ::low would you solve the main conflict if you were Highhawk?
Cathe:::ine'! Jvirs. Bai]·,,?
:'.,. \i{nat do you thinl: Catherine's next move will be and

WD).c!

P.O. Box 498 - 15838 Sandy Hook Road - Suquamish - Washington 98392 (3&0) 598-3311 Ext 422, Fax: 598-&295
Sea:.i-:::: 206) 4&4·545&
Bre-:-n~o:-:: (300! ..;76-4819

N0vcmhcc 20, 1996

)"elm Schoolteacher
c/o )"elm School District
P. 0. Box 476

Yelm.\\' fa, 98597
Dc~u

T ca:hcr:

)'our district Superintendenl has requested that we extend the following invitation to you directly .
.A.t the. Suquamish Museum we enjoy working with teachers to educate youth about our history and tradition. and

therefor-;: \.Ve extend this invitation to you and your ciac;..s to visit us. To assist you in planning a visit, 1 am enclosing
s:ome n~ipiul information.
The Par; Madison Indian Reservation is located off Highway 305 on Sandy Hook Road; just follow the signs and refer
to the map on the enclosed brochure. (Due to excessive priming costs. this brochure has been photocopied. You are
welcome to make additional copies of the brochure as needed). The Museum is located on the upper level of the
Suquamish Tribal Center and is currently operating on a winter schedule with operating hours from 11:00 a.m. to 4:00
p.m .. daily. Our summer hours: beginning in May, are 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., daily.
Scheduling your tour in advance will allow us to give you V.LP. treatmenl It is easy to schedule a tour. Simply call the
Museum at (360) 598-3311, Ext. 422, end a member of the MuseUf[l staff will answer any questions you might have and
complete the Tour Work Sheet for you (see sample). We.do require that you contact us at least 48 hours prior to your
visit to insure that we have adequate staff on hand to guide you through the exhibits.
The standard tour is 60 to 90 minutes in length depending on questions. We can accommodate 25 students per group
and can tour two groups at one time. The fee for guided tours is $15 per hour per guide. Admission is $1 for children
under 12' and $2.50 for adults.
You are welcome to bring sack lunches and eat in our gymnasium or picnic outside (weather permitting). To make your
visit with us a pleasant one and to help us maintain our facility, however, we ask that you adhere to our "Rules of
Conduct." A copy is enclosed so you may advise your students beforehand.
Thank you for considering a trip to the Suquamish Museum.
me. 1 would be happy to assist you.

Sincerely~

(

MARILYN CT. JONES
Museum Coordinator

u

~--

MGJ:mls
Enclosures
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For further information and to schedule a tour, please call

THE SKOKOMISH INDIAN TRIBE
PEOPLE OF THE RIVER

&

THE CUSHMAN HYDROELECTRIC
PROJECT
Overview of Issues & Opportunities
January 1993
PB

PEo?LE OF THE RIVER

Cushman Project Map

THE

CusHlv.l,o,__N" HYDRO PRoJEcr

r .r:RC LICENSlNG

(

TRIBAL GOAL, OBJECTIVES' NEEDS

FoR ADomoNAL INFORMATION
SKOKOMISH TRIBAL CoUNOL

Tnis doc=entprovides a broad overview of the
issues, opporrunities and needs related to the
SkokomiShindian Tnbe and the Cushrnanhydroelectric project operated by the City of Tacoma on
theNorthForkSkokomishRiverinwestemWashington. For additional information contact:
Victor Martino, Projeer Manager
Skokomish Indian Tribe
8424 NE Beck Road
Bainbridge Island, Washington 98110
Tele: 206-842-5386 Fax: 206-780-5332

Denny S. Hurtado, Chairman
Joseph Pavel, Vice-Chairman
Gale Peters, Secretary
Nancy LaClair, Treasurer

Francis Twiddy
Bobby Allen
Patrick LaOair
GENERAL CoUNOL PREsIDENT

Anne Pavel
TRIBAL MA."IAGER

Edward Binder

The 27 Tribes &
Treaty Ceded Areas ot
Washington State

Washington Stole Dept. of Ecology
Office of lnlergovernmenlol Relolfons

•

Student's Name
American Indians
based on

Study Guide Questions
R.Schaefer. Racial and Ethnic. Groups_ 5th Edition.
Harpdrcollins Publishers, 1993

01. Today's American Indians represent a diverse array of
cultures distinguished by;
a_ language
b. family organi:z:at..ion
c. religion
d. all of the above
02. The Bureau of Indian Affairs was organized in 1824 as
part of:
a_ Department of Health and Human Services
b_ Department of Education

•

c. Department of Justice

d. War Department
03. The Indian Removal Act and the "Trail of Tears" are
examples of:
a. a mutually signed treaty in which the Indians and
American settlers divided up the land
b. forced migration of the Indians
c. the cruelty of the Indians on the American settlers
d. the creation of the reservation system
04. Which of the followrng events associated with the Sioux
Indians occurred first:
a. Battle of Little Big Horn
b. Fort Laramie Treaty
c. ghost dance
d. Battle of Wounded Knee
05. The ghost dance is an example of what sociologists term
a :
a. craze
b. millenarium movement
c _ dysfuncti.on
d. sociogram

•

06. A millenarium movement like the Ghost Dance is founded
on the Belief that a cataclysmic upheaval will occur in the
immediate future followed by:
a. fusion into a single race
b. collective salvation
c. death to all
d. restoration of the White race
P9
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07. The ghost dance was a precipitating factor in a violent
confrontation between the cavalry and the:
a. Iroquois
b. Menominee
c. Cherokee
d. Sioux
09. The first battle at Wounded Knee:
a. was over gold deposits in the Black Hills
b. gave Indians hope that their warriors would continue to
be victorious
c. ended with breaking up of the massive Navajo reservation
d. was prompted by the White people's fear of the growing
popularity of the ghost dance among Plain Indians
10. Wounded Knee, South Dakota was the scene of an 1890
massacre of more than 300 Sioux Indians by:
a. white ranchers
b. Iroquois Indians
c. political radicals
d. the United States Army

•

11. Government policy toward American Indians has primarily
encouraged:
a. assimilation
b. pluralism
c. amalgamation
d. fusion
12. Which of the following lists of federal programs is
presented it the CORRECT historical sequence:
a. Allotment Act, Removal Act, Claims Commission,
Reorganization Act, Termination Act
b. Termination Act, Removal Act, Allotment Act,
Reorganization Act, Claim Commission
c. Removal Act, Allotment Act, Raorganization Act,
Termination Act, Claim Commission ...
d. Removal Act, Allotment Act, Reorganization Act, Claims
Commission, Termination Act
13. The Allotment Act intended to impose upon the Native
American the European concept of:
a. voting and election le-aders
b. religion
c. hunting for sport
d. private property ownership

•

14. The Indian Reorganization Act forced the Indians to
adopt the European way of:
a. voting and election leaders
b. religion
c. hunting for sport
d. medical care

3
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15. In order to accomplish its mission of assimilating the
Native Americans into the American mainstream, the American
government established:
a. relocation camps
b. reservations
c. the Indian school system
d. independent tribal identity
16. The Indian Claims Commission was a significant
development because it meant that Indians:
a. served on juries for the first time
b. sat in judgment of Indians quilt of criminal offences
c. had a procedure to bring suit against the federal
government
17. Cessation of the special Indian-government relationship
was called for by the:
a_ Termination Act

b. Removal Act
c. Employment Assistance Program
d. pan-Indianism

•

18. The approach of the Termination Act would be similar to
which of the following ?
a. pluralism
b. segregation
c. assimilation
d. annexation
19. The Menominee I.ndians of Wiscon;sin:
a. had federal services terminated and later restored
b. effectively organize? themselves to overcome poor BIA
policies
c. were forced to sell land in order to maintain schools
d. all of the above
\_

··.

20: A pluralistic solution to Indians' bleak employment

situation would involve :
a. the creation of employment centers in several cities
b. federal support of tourist development of reservations
c. settlement favorable to Indians of all treaties
regardless of their merits
d. increasing job opportu~ities on reservations

•

21. The Employment Assistance Program:
a. involved relocating tribal members to their home
reservation
b. involved relocating impoverished tribes closer to tourist
areas
c. was enacted over objection of President Nixon
d. served removing from Indian reservation the most
productiye workers
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22. The Employment Assistance Program would serve to impose
which of the following on Indians:
a. assimilation
b. segregation
c. annexation
d. pluralism
23. A major recent growth area on reservation has been:
a. museums
b. gambling casinos
c. service industry
d. all of the above
24. Indians experience discrimination in:
a. employment
b. housing
c. health care
d. all of the above

•

25. The process of Indian children becoming "below average"
in intelligence when tests are given in English rather than
native Indian languages is called the:
a. push-out syndrome
b. crossover effect
c. teacher expectancy
d. scapegoat phenomenon
26. The most encouraging development in the higher education
of Native Americans has been in the recent growth of:
a. missionary schools
b. private 4-year universities
c. public state universities
d. tribal community colleges
27. Which of these events associated with Red Power occurred
first:
\.,
a. establishing of CERT
b. occupation of· federal office buildings
c. fish-ins
d. Second Battle of Wounded Knee

•

28. Which island was invaded in 1969 by 14 American Indian
college students, who cla"imed ownership by "right of
discovery"_ ?
a. Alcatraz
b. Puerto Rico
c. Long Island
d. Grenada

~

..
•
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29. Among the positive actions taken during the Nixon
administration was:
a. increase in federal expenditures for Native Americans
b. the return of the sacred Blue Lake to Taos Indians of New
Mexico
c. the elimination of termination policy
d. all of the above
30. The increased level of violence in White-Indian
confrontations since 1969 according to the text can be
explained by:
a. the failure to keep earlier made promises
b. disunity an in-fighting among American Indian groups
c. the reliance by the federal government on a few token
leaders
d. all of the above
31. The Pan-Indian movement suffers several handicaps, but
the most important is :
a. cultural deprivation experienced by Indians
b. divided loyalties among the many tribal bodies
c. youthfulness of its leadership
d. none of the above

•
I
'

i

i;
'

l

32. With respect to ancestors' remains and artifacts,
contemporary Native Americans are increasingly:
a. placing them in the Smithsonian for safety
b. selling them to finance redevelopment of reservations
c. seeking their return to the tribal control
d. showing little interest in such remainders of their
exploited past
33. In considering Native American use of natural resources,
tribal or local culture'
a. shapes economic development
b. is defined by past treaties
c. is of little significance
\
d. has been carefully considered by,the BIA

ACTI\ TfIES .-\:\"D PROJECTS
.-\cti\ities - you 111ust con1plete at least fi\·e
Each acthi1:y is \vorth 5 points

(
1.

Your first BIG GA?-.IE kILL - E'-:plain how you would track. kill.
prepare and presen:e your kill in the traditional
tribal way
Dra\\. and color an authentic s\·1nbol of \·our tribe usina the
traditional colors. dra\v \"Olff animal snirit and
nai11e vou have chosen on it: required

.,
,).

Read a Nati\:e American legend and tell it orally. Tribes living
on the plains used coyote as the inain character of
their stories. 1'.iorthwestern tribes used the raven
and Northeastern tribes used the turtle. E'-:plain
what the story teaches and \vhat tribe n1ay have
used the tale.

..,._I

Identify and bring in five native plants the tribe used for food
or inedicinal purposes ai1d e'\.-plain how you would
use the1u.

6.

Learn to count in sign language

!.

Lean1 10 vvords in sign language and teach them to the class.

8.

iviake a wolf inask and tell about the wolf's way of life in the
wild.

9.

Find out about a traditional celebration of your tribe and tell us
about it and. or perfonn parts of it

10.

iviake an Indian pictograph of the story of your life OR the
story of how your tiibe believes the Earth was
created or another Native ."uuerican inyth.

11.

Use the Indian How book to discover how an Indian did
something you wonder about and report to the class
about it or demonstrate it.

12.

Describe what your tribe eats and how the food is hunted or
gatl1ered. prepared and preserved.

13.

Learn an Indian gan1e and de1uonstrate it with your tribe.
PlO

1..+.

Learn ho\\· an anin1al ,,·as trapped and den1onstrate 111aking the
trap and hrn,· you ,,·ould use the ani111al to the class.

15.

Learn hrn,· your tribe fished (if they did'.) and deo111onstrate it
to the class. Tell ho1-v you would preserve and.- or
cook yom· fish.
Choose a fainous '.'Jative ."'1ne1ican and prepai·e a lesson about
him or her for the class.

16.
17.

E\:plain different artistic panerns of different tribes and show
then1 to the class. e.\:plaining their origin and
111eaning OR hand in a wrinen report on l\ative
..6,Juerican art.

18.

Describe the wo111en's role or tl1e men's role in the tribe to the
class OR hand in a report on the roles.

19.

Learn the Jvlakah iuethod of whaling. Draw an illustration of
how tl1e inakah hunted the 1vhale and write a short
story about it.

\P.lOR PROTECTS !TL\[E .\.fl'ST BE SPE\-1 Ol! OF CL..\SS TO CO\IPLETE
THESE PROTECTS'.'. I

You must comDleTe one Droiect b\- the end of tlle unit
l.

\lake the ring and pin ga111e

15 points

7

?--lake a traditional dn1m or rattle and decorate it with your
tribes syn1bol(s)
20 points
:\lake a cradle board

15 points

-+.

!\lake a pair of snowshoes

20 points

:::i.

Lea111 about the won1en's responsibilities in the tribe.
De111onstrate a traditional cooking inethod. rnake an
authentic utensil. or gather food and prepare it in
the traditional 'say
15 points

6.

\lake a dream catcher and explain hovv dreai11 catchers were
used by the \'ative Americans
20 points

I.

!\lake a traditional costurne of your tribe

30 points

Create a com husk doll and dress it in a tradition outfit
15 points
9.
Learn the traditional way of making dyes. i\Iix some dyes and
make a rock painting.
15 points
10. . !viake and decorate three authentic reproductions of Indian
artifacts. Tell ho\v they were used and what tribe
would have used then1.
30 points
11. Totem poles were a way of recording legends and or honoring
important people.vVrite the story of your life or a
Native )..rne:rican story. Constn1ct a totem pole that
represents the story. 15 (paper) 30 points(wood)
8.

12.

Research how inasks were used in traditional cere1nonies.
fl.lake an authentic reproduction of a Nati\.·e
American mask and demonstrate how it v\·ould be
used.

13.

Inteniew a n1e1nber (or inany 111embers) of a :.Jative A1ne:rican
tribe(s). Docu1nent your intenie\\·(s) in a \\'litten
report as \\·en as present what you learned to the
,-1 ;:i c; '·

1-+.

Create a play about life in your tribe. Be sure to include til11e.
setting. characters. dialogue. costumes. and stage
directions.

15.

Find out about a Nati\·e _:mierican language and learn to speak
enough of the language to converse in common
phrases.

16.

Choose a novel about Native _-'.\Inericans and read it together.
Prepare a book. project from the book project list.
(Novel list and book project list aYailable upon
request.)

1-;.

~lake

an authentic replica of your tribe's \illage before the
1700's.

THE HISTORY OF C"\N.L\DA

l-.'\IT O:\E - Septen1ber -+
:<ORTH .-l..\IERIC--\S .'\_--\TI\-ES
Tbis unit is intended to be taught in conjunction \\ith the unit on
.:\ati\;e _-\lnerican Legends and ;\lyths in Language ..Juts
LESSON 1 \·\-hat do you knO\\- about '.'0orth _-\111erica?
\·\-here is it? \\-ho li, ·es there?
\\"ho lived there long ago?
\\"here did these people co1ne fro1n"? (The land-bridge
theory)
\Vhat is the clin1ate like in North A1nerica?
\.\-hat does the land look like?
\\'ho are the natives of Korth A.111erica?
\·\-hat do you know about North Aiue1ican Natives?
(REL\D CR-1.PTER 2 I\ SS BOO:K for lesson 3)
J\lanning exercise
Introduce n1ap of :\"ative _.:J,J_uericans
lids locate uibes they knov\- plus R--\ID.~
BL:'.\.C:KFFF I. OJIB\VAY. CREE Ac"JD f.'lOR~'vVK
discuss \Vhat an Indian Nation was and is: vvhy the
tribes lived \\·here they did and how their way of
life was denendent unon the nhvsical features and
clin1ate of the land thev lived in
finish ruaps designating hldian Nations in 1600's
Lesson 2

mu·oduce the :\"ative A1ue1ican Cultures the:y will
study. E'-:plain the sirnilarities and differences.
Re\·ie\V what they· have learned about natives:
E'-:plair1 that for the next few weeks. each group will
beco1ne an hldian Nation that lived in North
America ir1 the 1600's where Canada is now located.
E'-:plain that iuany nations e.\:isted (refer to map)
and e:..:plain about the five nations we will study in
detail. These include the Haida. the Blackfeet the
Ojib\vay. the :\Iohm.-vk(Iroquois). and the Cree.
Show where these nations lived and explain a little
about each of theru.
Students put down first, second and third choices
for Uibe thev \\ill be in.
E\PL-:\IN REQl-IRE\.IENTS A1\JD EVALUATION
Pll

Lesson 3

(LETTER HO>IE TO P_..\R&TS about projects _..\._'\D
PER>lISSIO:\ SLIP FOR BL..\C:K ROBE)
Students 1\ill be giYen their assig1u11ents for tribes.
Each student \\-ill choose a nan1e for the1nselves
(the group 1\-m help then1 using the 3\5 cards from
the first day of class). choose an anin1al spirit and a
design. They 1\ill create a sn1all poster of their
design, nan1e and anilnal spirit to be displayed on
the wall \\ith the other 111e1nbers of their tribe.

Lesson 4

Each group gets a h<-u1dout e>..11laining the history,
custon1s and way of life of their tribe. They will
use this infonnation to research and present the
culture of their tribe to the class as a class lesson as
well as co111plete a chart about their tribe. This
chart along 1\ith the 111odel of housing \\·ill be
handed in \\-hen they present the lesson on their
culture to the class. T1ibes sign up for presentation
dates. THREE ADDITIONAL DAYS FOR LESSON

Lesson 5

E'.:plain \\-hat life 1\-aS like in '.\orth A1ne1ica in the
1600's. E'.:plain that Native ...\.111ericans li\'ed in a
iich. abundant place and only had to hunt and
gather food to live well.
Show exainples of the types of housing the Indians
used and why that type of housing worked for the
n·ibe.
E\:plain ai1d show ai1 exa1nple of the following:
LONG HOUSE (Eastern \·Voodland tribes like the
Iroquois League of 2':ations)
\:VIG\\'A:0I (Central \\'oodland tribes like the
Ojibway)
TEPEE (Plains Indians like the Blackfoot Nation)
PL~'\K

HOl.SE (\·Vest Coast Indians like the Haida)

CREE

Ask each group to draw a plai1 and construct the
type of housing used by their tribe.
O:\E _--\DDITIO\'AL DAY FOR LESSON
T.0sson ()

l.onsrrnrt ho11sin-0

Lesson 7

l\ortheastern >:ati\·es: '.\ati\·e .-\111ericans ga\·e i11any
things to today's culture . .-\111ong them 1\'as the
go\·ernn1ent n1odel supplied by the Iroquois.
E\:plain history of Iroquois League of );ations and
how the Iroquois go\'ern111ent worked.
Read Hiawatha by Longfellow and explain who
Hiawatha \\as and why he was in1portant.
(Crooked i11an legend and picture)
Project ti111 e

Lesson 8

First tribal presentation
project tin1e

Lesson 9

Second tribal presentation
project tune

Lesson 10

Lesson on tribal govennnents. sachems and the role
of won1en ill governn1ent. The systern for peace
chiefs. 1\·ar chiefs and spiritual advisors
E\:plain the points 1Nill be totalled and the tribal
rnembers with the rnost points will make up the
council of Sache111s that will plan. organize and
conduct the Pow \Vo-vv.
project tin1e

Lesson 11

Iroquois creation pictograph
lesson on traditional tribal sy111bols for pictorials
and de111onstrate how to drai.y a pictograph story
ROCK PICTORGR-\PH ACTIVITY

Lesson 12

Thll·d tribal presentation
Project ti111e

Lesson 13

Fourth tribal presentation
project tune

Lesson 14

Native ..:U11e1ican plant usage - plants used as
medicu1es, plants used for utensils. baskets and
clothing. and food
nrniPrt<;

::::>

Lesson 15
Lesson ll)

Fifth project presentation
project ti1ne
sL\.l:h project presentation
Re1ninder -E\.plaiil the points will be totalled. and
the tribal me1nbers with the most points will make
up the council of Sache1ns that will plan. organize
and conduct the PO\\. \Vrn\· to be held ne:--.:t week.

POV./ 'vVO'vV \'Y'EU:.. - DAY 1
The SACHE'-.1 of each tribe 111eets \\ith the tribal ine1nbers to discuss
what they \Yould like to do at the Povv \Vow· on
Fiiday. Options include gaiues. food. Potlatch. story
sharing
ShO\\. first half of \lore Than Bows and Arrows -1

D_-..\ '1. ..,L

-

Discuss hO\\. PO\\. \Vows vvere organized.
Show second half of ]\fore Than Bows and Arrows
Dig pit ai1d lay out race course

Day 3 -

Show first half of Black Robe

Day-+

Second half of Black Robe

Days

PO\V \.VO\V(co1nbined periods)
Place fire in pit and while coals are dying dovvn.
ha\'e story-sh<.uing rune ai1d potlatch
Place corn. \·egetables on coals. place planked
sallnon around fire pit
play gan1es
have traditional feast v\·ith traditional i.J.nplements
Gi\·e out special eagle feather avvards

i

·f

TRIBAL CHART
:\an1e(:\ati\·e _.;,inerican and European) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Period_ _ _ __

:\...\...'-JE OF YOliR TRIBE _ _ _ _ _ _ __
AREA. I:\

~ORTH .~\JERICA

\\'HEREYOl' Ll\·ED_ _ __

Describe the culture of your tribe. l·se co111plete sentences! Attach
another sheet of paper if you don't have enough roo111.

CLOTHI0iG

1'1.l..LE:

FE!'-1.l..LE:

FOOD: \•\'hat they ate. \\11ere they got their food. Ho;v they prepared
their food.

TR..\_\YSPORTATION: How they traveled and vvhen
HOVSING: Describe the kind of houses they lived in. Hovv long did
they live there and how they constructed their
houses.

HUNTING !vlETHODS: How and what did they hunt?

HOUSEHOLD EQllIP!vIEN1: \Vhat equiprnent did they have?

ART: \!\"hat designs did they use?

RELIGION: \Yhat cere1nonies did they have? \<Vhat did they believe
in?

Dear Parents.

\ \-e will be \\-atching an edited version of The Black Robe at the

conclusion of our Kative .J,111e1ican unit. This fillu is an autl1entic
depiction of what life was like in Iroquois and Huron \illages in tl1e
lGOO's. \\-e have edited tl1e parts oftl1e filiu we thought \\·ere
inappropriate for our students. You n1a:; cmue to school and \ie\\the film if you are concen1ed about tl1e fil1u's contents. A certain
amount of \iolence re1uains il1 tl1e filiu, but all sexual scenes have
been elin1inated.

Please sign the permission slip at tl1e bonon1 of tl1e page and return
it as soon as possible. lf you want to pre\ie\Y the film. call us and
we

\\ill

arrange a tilue for you to do so.

Sii--icerely.

PERtvllSSION SLIP

___________ has pennission to see The Black Robe as a
part of the '.\'ative .-'ill:lericans of North .t>uuerica unit.
Signed _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
PrirPnr nr TPoril G-11rirrli;:in

Pl2

